1.

Introduction
In the theory of relativity, space and time are conceived as being two different aspects of the san.e entitv, "spacetime", similar to the manner in which matter and energy are regarded as different aspects of the same entity, "energ>" I 1]. Further, nMtter, and therefore energy also, is viewed as a curvature, i.e., a nonlinearity, in linear space. However, literally interpreted this vie\. denies that matter, and hence physical phenomena, are compriseJ of anything physical at all. Rigorous interpretation excludes definite length and definite location from free space itself, and more important, it also excludes definite time intervals from free space per se in the absence of operatlr^ mechanisms (clocks).
Rigorous application of the concepts of relativity thus setms to annihilate the physical nature of the phenomena of physics, and therefore "physics" itself. Relativistically, the phenomena of physics are conceived of as being comprised of events, which themselves are difficult to define, but which are rigorously interoper^tional (relative). Relativity returns the physicist to the age-old questions of whether a universe jf objects exists, and if so, whether we as subjects can gather valid information about it [2].
Having challenged the immutability of the concepts of length, time, space, and matte -:, relativity accentuates the fundamental Issue of the nature of existence itself, and of the relation of the existence of objective phenomena to that existence. Thus the fundamental philosophical questions of being, time, space, mass, and change are directly raised anew by relativity theory. Relativity theory accentuates the unresolved metaphysical basis of physics rather than merely physics Itself [3].
To gain neu insight into these fundamental questions, the basic concepts Involved in the present physics theoretical paradigm must be excruciatingly examined to discover simpler, more fundamental concepts from which the basic paradigm concerts have been constructed. Specifically, a specialized application o^ Occam's razor is proposed by the author as a creative tool; this method consists of ascertaining the one most elementary Idea involved in a fundamental concept. That Is, each basic paradigm concept should be deliberately condensed into the single most fundamental Idea It contains [4]. This method, which is quite similar to the "method of elementary abstraction" discussed by Lindsay and Margenau [ 5] , will be used in this paper t^ deliberately derive the concepts of relativity.
Perception of Change
Begin with the problem of change and the problem of the observation of change.
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(1) All observers and all observing Instruments have mass and are therefore physical detecting systems.
(2) Any physical detecting system detects only change to itself, i.e., to some part of itself.
(3) The absolute minimur portion of the detector involved in the detection of change is that portion of mass that itself changes in the detection.
(4) Thus the limiting case of the physical detection process is reached when the mass of the detecting system is made so small that the entire mass must change in any detection of change. This limit can be said to define a fundamental particle.
(5) Therefore, in the ultimate analysis, detection is synonymous with change itself; i.e., with change to the detecting mass itself.
(6) Therefore "perception" can be exactly defined as the physical detection by a mass of change to itself.
(7) Ultimately, perception is physical change and physical change is perception, from statement (5). Perception may therefore be said to generate physical change itself.
(8) Ue abstract the concept of a physical detecting system (mass) and ca? . it a "perceptron". Thus a perceptron can be a fundamental particle, a laboratory instrument, or the physical sensory apparatus of a living body.
(9) By statements (2) and (5) , only changes are perceived.
(10) Therefore perception is a differentiating process.
(11) Think of perception as a process having inputs and outputs. The outputs of perception are what is perceived; collective outputs are called physical phenomena. By definition, the input to perception is not perceived since it is not otitput. The word "output" is merely the statement that perception has occurred, and the word "input" is merely the statement that perception has not occurred.
(12) Therefore a perceptron may be said to differentiate its unperceivable input to derive its perceived output.
(13) Physical phenomena, the perceptron's output, are said to be real and to exist. Specifically, they are perceived to exist. 
Sfmm and Tim«
There is no separation without relation, and there is no relation without separation. Therefore, (31) Therefore, there must exist a limit to the rate at which the perceptron and the perception process can operate, and this limit must be finite. (43) Similarly, a nonlinear spacecime frame is the result of nonidentical perceptron repetitions; hence the velocity changes. Therefore a nonlinear spacecime frame' is an accelerated frame. Similarly, an accelerated frame is a nonlinear frame.
Derivation of E instain 't F int f ostuiats
Einstein's second postulate has already been conceptually derived, ending at statement (36). Now proceed to derive the first postulate.
The concepts of dimensional molecule and absolute value of a dimensional molecule will be introduced first. The dimensions of a quantity will be regarded as having been operationally created by the perceptron and the expression of these dimensions as an ordinary fractional expression will be viewed as a "dimensional molecule." For example, the dimensions of energy are 2 2 (44) E -'1 /T and both E aud the right side of equation (44) From statement (49), velocity is dimensionless in the absolute sense; therefore, it does not affect the perceptron's linear operation. That is, velocity is a constant in the perceptrcn operational sense, and because the perceptroi differentiates, a constant velocity input to it does not result In any relative change in its outputs' relationships. Thus a constant velocity difference between two perceptrons does not affect the relative relationships they output. Operationally speaking, this Is the same as a statement that the derivative of a function and the derivative of that same function plus a constant are equal, or
So the laws of physics (i.e., the relationships between repeated operations of one perceptron) are the same for all observers (i.e., for all perceptron masses) moving at constant velocities relative to each other [ 15] .
As a bonus, from statement (49) the following can be written (51) 1 -iAL/Ati -iAL|/lAt| , and so, disregarding constants of proportionality, (52) |At| -|AL|, which directly establishes that time and length are syrcnymouf In thp absolute (perceptron operational) sense, disregarding constants of proportionality, and thus the two kinds of separation, AL and At, must indeed be intertransposable [16] .
Closing Remarks
It appears that the equivalence principle, necessary to the general theory of relativity, can also be derived from the perceptron approach, as indeed can a fundamental, new definition of mass, but these are not included in this report [17] The perceptron approach appears to be a fundamentally new manner of regarding physical phenomena, and it is hoped thar physicists will Interest themselves in the concepts.
Since laborat.iry Instruments and human sensor' apparatuses are rceptron assemblages and car. differentiate reality, the laws of perccptron operation should be studied as well as the laws of physical phenomena.
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3.
Quantum physics raised fundamental questions pertaining to the metaphysical basis of physics. Quantum physics regards interactions of "object' and "observer' as the "ultimate reality," and so confines Itself to describing the relations among perceptions. Causality Itself is seriously challenged, if not well nigh annihilated, in the quantum domain (smallest perceived reality). However, it makes use of an unpercelved, probabilistic, "subquantum" domain that is rigorously causal. Quantum physics transfers causality from the perceived (selected) to the unperceived (unselected).
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Neither can a field, a photon, or velocity be perceived to exist.
7.
There are rich philosophical implications of perceptron theory, but they are not discussed in this report.
8.
By "Cartesian space" a three-dimensional Cartesian coordinate system imposed on an inertial reference frame is referred to. A tiny mass particle is coi.didered to be at the origin of the Cartesian coordinate system, and the defining operations for the coordinate lengths to all points are considered to be totally Internal operations of the origin mass. E&ch p"int at the end of an operational length (from the origin) is considered to be established as if there were a tiny mass particle at that point. The sets of lengths are considered to be defined in a linear (identically repeated) manner, s< that Euclidean geometry holds.
9.
The general concept of "space" is intended to be nonoperational, just as is the general concept of "length." However, a particular space is operational, as is a particular length. In fact, a particular space is "particular" because it is composed of particular lengths. "Space" in general is not particular (it is unuefined, unpercelved), and thus contains no lengths nor time separations. A Cartecian space, however, is particular, defined, and "perceived."
10. It 1B the linear operation«! nature of definition of a Cartesian space that determines an inertial reference frame, and thus is responsible for all conservation laws if one adds the additional condition that all At' s are positive and linearly defined about the origin in a symmetric manner. That is, given a AL at any position and a fixed At to correspond to it, the negativ* of AL connects the same two points as AL, and has the same magnitude of At associated with that length segment. Thus any two "points" in the Cartesian space are connected by a AL At and a -AL At of equal absolute value. Thus the operational Cartesian space is conservative of spacetime, AL At. This is a slight extension of special relativity, but valid nonetheless. Relativity views AL and At as existing only between events, which are then taken to be spacetime points. But an event, being operational, must possess a AL and At of Its own; hence it can scarcely be a "point." Further, it is the observer's mass (which is ignored in special relativity) which gives the "observer" an operationally defined "space" in which to measure or observe the events in the first place. in fact although whenever there is matter there is a field (because the metric deviates then form the flat form), the converse is as false in GR as in GEM [classical electromagnet ism] Our comment is that the converse is true in both GR and GEM, because the observer's mass is there whenever there is a field; i.e., try as one may, whenever one has an "obserxer," and "observation," or an observing (measuring, detecting) laboratory Instrument, one has the mass of that which la observing, measuring, or detecting. Both "thing" and "nothing" rigorously exist only with relation to the perceiving device that is operationally creating and sustaining them. That is, presence and absence of a thing are entirely operational and relative to the creating sustaining operation. 11. A "field" is a description of an effect, not a cause. In science, it is widely interpreted to be a description of a cause. 
